Introduction

1. Stock Exchange Notice N06/19 confirmed amendments to the Rules of the London Stock Exchange (“the rules” and “the Exchange”) regarding market maker quote obligations when executing off order book on Exchange trades. As stated in the above Notice these amendments will become effective from Monday 1 July 2019.

Additional rule amendments

2. In addition to the above rule amendments, the Exchange intends to implement some further minor rule changes to accommodate the recent rebranding of the London Stock Exchange Derivatives Market to CurveGlobal Markets. These further rule changes (amended definitions and consequential amendments to the guidance to Rule 1000 - Categories of Membership) are set out in marked up form in Attachment 1 to this Notice. These changes will also become effective from Monday 1 July 2019 and an updated version of the rules will be available on the Exchange’s website at:


3. Any queries on this Notice should be addressed to the Rules & Compliance Team, telephone +44 (0)20 7797 2190 (STX 32190) or email RulesAndCompliance@lseg.com

Denzil Jenkins
Head of UK Compliance & Group Regulatory Policy
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